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Abstract
A Las Vegas randomized algorithm for solving sparse linear systems over principal ideal domains
is described. The algorithm returns a minimal-denominator solution accompanied by a certificate for
its minimality or, if no solution exists, a certificate for the inconsistency of the system. The algorithm
works for domains of any size, without need of ring extensions.
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1. Introduction
Let F be a field and A ∈ Fn×n . The minimum polynomial f A of A is defined as
the monic generator of the F[X]-ideal consisting of all polynomials f ∈ F[X] such that
f (A) = 0. Let b ∈ Fn . The minimum polynomial f A,b of A with respect to b is defined as
the monic generator of the F[X]-ideal consisting of all polynomials f ∈ F[X] such that
f (A)b = 0. It is clear that f A,b divides f A .
In Wiedemann (1986) the following elegant way for solving sparse linear systems is
described. When A is nonsingular, X does not divide f A and thus also does not divide
f A,b. If, in that case, f A,b = Xs + fs−1 Xs−1 + · · · + f1 X + f0, then
x = (−As−1 − fs−1 As−2 − · · · − f2 A − f1)b/ f0
is the solution to the linear system Ax = b. When A is singular or nonsquare one can
consider a square nonsingular system of the form P AQy = Pb and transform its solution
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into a solution of the original system. This approach is followed in Wiedemann (1986) and
Kaltofen and Saunders (1991), where P and Q are randomly constructed in different ways.
If the system admits a solution, the solution returned randomly samples the solution space
of the system.
Both approaches reduce the problem to the case of a nonsingular system and for that
one has to know the rank of the system. To determine this rank correctly with probability
bounded away from zero, F has to have sufficiently many elements. Otherwise one has to
use finite algebraic field extensions of F .
In Giesbrecht (1997) an algorithm is described to solve sparse linear Diophantine
systems. For this algorithm to work, small ring extensions are needed. In Giesbrecht et al.
(1998) an algorithm is described for certifying inconsistency of a linear system. In
Mulders and Storjohann (2000) an extension of these two algorithms is described. It
computes a minimal-denominator solution to a linear system, accompanied with a
certificate for its minimality. If the system is inconsistent, it computes a certificate for
this. This algorithm is designed to perform well for dense systems.
In this paper an algorithm similar to that in Mulders and Storjohann (2000) is described.
The main difference is the way we precondition a linear system and compute a rational
solution of a preconditioned system. In order to ensure good performance for sparse linear
systems, we use Wiedemann’s method to solve sparse systems.
We will see that the restriction on the number of field elements can be avoided by
showing how to solve a linear system using Wiedemann’s method without reducing it to
the case of a nonsingular system. The condition of P AQ being nonsingular can be relaxed,
and thus we do not have to know the rank of A. This fact was first communicated to the
author by G. Villard. We will give several ways of preconditioning the matrix A such that
the preconditioned system can be solved using Wiedemann’s method. In this way we can
avoid the need for field extensions. This way of preconditioning and solving linear systems
over a field without using field extensions is also shown in Chen et al. (2002, Section 7).
Next we develop an algorithm for certified Diophantine system solving in the sparse
case. The algorithm computes and certifies a solution with minimal denominator when the
system is consistent and certifies inconsistency if the system is inconsistent. This algorithm
also needs no field and/or ring extensions.
In Section 2 we give the algebraic background on which the solving method and the
preconditioning is based. The results of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 were first communicated to
the author by G. Villard.
In Section 3 we will show how we can choose a random sparse preconditioner such that
the probability that it fulfils its purpose is bounded away from zero. We will see that we
need two preconditioners for this, each having a different function. In fact we will show
that preconditioners similar to those used in Wiedemann (1986) suit our purpose. In this
section the entries of the preconditioners are chosen from a subset of the coefficient field
and thus there is no need for field extensions.
In Section 4 we show how a particularly constructed element can be used to sample the
solution space of a system and certify the inconsistency of a system.
In Section 5 we develop the algebraic background on which the correctness of the algo-
rithm is based. This is more complicated than in the dense case. In Mulders and Storjohann
(2000) the vectors combined in the algorithm are unique solutions of nonsingular systems.
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This fact is used there to derive properties of these vectors. Here the vectors that we com-
bine in the algorithm are constructed using minimum polynomials and are in general not
unique solutions to systems. The properties that we need must be derived from the way
these vectors are constructed.
In Section 6 we extend the analysis of Section 3 to the case where the entries of the
preconditioners are chosen from a covering set which is mapped to the coefficient field.
In Section 7 we describe the algorithm and analyse its behaviour. We will show that
the Diophantine system can be solved by solving an expected number of O(1) rational
systems.
2. Solving sparse linear systems
In Section 1 we have seen how the square system Ax = b can be solved when X f A.
In fact, when A is singular it may still hold that X f A,b and in that case we can solve
Ax = b using Wiedemann’s method.
Notation 1. Let A ∈ Fn×n and b ∈ Fn such that X f A,b = Xs + fs−1 Xs−1 + · · · +
f1 X + f0. Then we denote by x(A, b) the solution
(−As−1 − fs−1 As−2 − · · · − f2 A − f1)b/ f0
of Ax = b.
When Ax = b has no solution it is clear that X | f A,b , since otherwise we could solve the
system with Wiedemann’s method. A problem arises when X | f A,b even when Ax = b
does have a solution. In that case we are not able to solve the system using Wiedemann’s
method. The following lemma gives a sufficient condition on f A for Wiedemann’s method
to work.
Notation 2. Let M be a matrix over F . By C(M) we denote the column span of M , that is
the set of all linear combinations of the columns of M . By R(M) we denote the row span
of M .
Lemma 2.1. Let A ∈ Fn×n such that X2 f A and b ∈ Fn. Then
b ∈ C(A) ⇔ X f A,b.
Proof. When X f A,b , say f A,b = Xs + fs−1 Xs−1 + · · · + f1 X + f0 with f0 = 0, then
b = A(−As−1 − fs−1 As−2 − · · · − f1)b/ f0 ∈ C(A).
When b ∈ C(A), say b = Ax , let f A = Xs + fs−1 Xs−1 + · · · + f1 X + f0. Since
f A,b | f A, we have X f A,b when f0 = 0. So assume f0 = 0. Since X2 f A, we
then have f1 = 0. From (As−1 + fs−1 As−2 + · · · + f1)b = f A(A)x = 0, we see that
f A,b | Xs−1 + fs−1 Xs−1 + · · · + f1 and thus X f A,b . 
Definition. A ∈ Fn×n is called good if X2 f A.
Lemma 2.1 states that if A is good, we can solve any system Ax = b with Wiedemann’s
method.
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Definition. Let M ∈ Fn×m . By NR(M) we denote the right kernel of M , that is, the set
of all x ∈ Fm such that Mx = 0. The left kernel of M is denoted by NL (M).
The following lemma gives equivalent conditions for a matrix to be good.
Lemma 2.2. Let A ∈ Fn×n . Then the following are equivalent:
1. X2 f A.
2. There exists no v ∈ Fn such that Av = 0 and A2v = 0.
3. C(A) ∩ NR(A) = {0}.
4. C(A) + NR (A) = Fn.
5. There exists no v ∈ F1×n such that vA = 0 and vA2 = 0.
6. R(A) ∩ NL (A) = {0}.
7. R(A) + NL (A) = F1×n.
Proof. 1 ⇒ 2: Suppose v ∈ Fn such that Av = 0 and A2v = 0. Since A(Av) = 0 and
Av = 0 we have that A is singular and thus X | f A. Suppose that X2 f A. Then X and
f A/X are relatively prime and thus there exist g, h ∈ F[X] such that gX +h( f A/X) = 1.
Then g(A)A + h(A)( f A/X)(A) = I , where I denotes the n × n identity matrix. Then
Av = I (Av)
= g(A)A(Av) + h(A)( f A/X)(A)Av
= g(A)A2v + h(A) f A(A)v
= 0,
which contradicts the assumptions.
2 ⇒ 1: Suppose X2 | f A. Then ( f A/X)(A) = 0 so there exists w ∈ Fn such that
( f A/X)(A)w = 0. Now take v = ( f A/X2)(A)w. Then Av = ( f A/X)(A)w = 0 and
A2v = f A(A)w = 0.
2 ⇔ 3: Trivial.
3 ⇔ 4: This follows from the fact that dim(C(A)) + dim(NR(A)) = n.
The equivalence of 1, 5, 6 and 7 follows by transposition, that is replacing A by the
transpose At, and the fact that f At = f A . 
From Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we see that we only need C(A) + NR(A) = Fn in order to
guarantee that Wiedemann’s method can be used to solve a system Ax = b. This is a much
weaker condition than A being nonsingular, which is equivalent to C(A) = Fn .
In what follows we will precondition the linear system with a matrix P such that the
preconditioned system, i.e. P A or AP , is good. By Lemma 2.1 we are then able to solve the
preconditioned system with Wiedemann’s method. We will also solve rectangular systems
using the above method.
In fact it will turn out that we have to precondition the system in two ways and that
we can do this independently on one or both sides of the matrix. We will clearly indicate
the distinct functions of the two preconditioners and we will consider both left and right
preconditioners in what follows.
When we precondition A on the left with P we would like that X2 f P A and thus we
could considerR(P A)+NL (P A). However, NL (P A) depends on P and thus it seems hard
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to studyR(P A)+NL (P A). A better way is to consider C(P A)+NR(P A). At least when P
is nonsingular one sees immediately that NR (P A) = NR(A) and is thus independent of P .
In the same way it seems best to consider R(AP) + NL (AP) when we precondition A on
the right with P .
In what follows we will often use transposition in our arguments, that is, switching
between a matrix M and its transpose M t. We then use the following correspondences:
1. (AP)t = P t At;
2. f At = f A;
3. C(M t) = (R(M))t;
4. NR (M t) = (NL (M))t.
In the following lemma we use the fact that for a matrix M we have dim(C(M)) =
dim(R(M)) = rank(M).
Lemma 2.3. Let A ∈ Fn×m and P ∈ Fm×n such that C(P A) + NR(A) = Fm. Then
1. C(A) = C(AP) = C(AP A);
2. NL (A) = NL (AP) = NL (AP A);
3. R(A) = R(P A) = R(AP A);
4. NR (A) = NR(P A) = NR (AP A).
Proof. Let K ∈ Fm×k such that C(K ) = NR (A). Then C([ P A K ]) = Fm and thus
C(A) = C(A [ P A K ]) = C(AP A) ⊆ C(AP) ⊆ C(A).
This proves (1). From (1) it follows that rank(AP A) = rank(A). Since R(AP A) ⊆
R(P A) ⊆ R(A), (3) follows. Since NL (A) ⊆ NL (AP) ⊆ NL (AP A) and
dim(NL (AP A)) = n − rank(AP A) = n − rank(A) = dim(NL (A)),
(2) follows. Since NR (A) ⊆ NR(P A) ⊆ NR(AP A) and
dim(NR (AP A)) = m − rank(AP A) = m − rank(A) = dim(NR(A)),
(4) follows. 
We get the following surprising lemma.
Lemma 2.4. Let A ∈ Fn×m and P ∈ Fm×n . Then
C(P A) + NR(A) = Fm ⇔ R(AP) + NL (A) = F1×n.
Proof. We only have to prove one direction. The other direction then follows by
transposition. If C(P A) + NR(A) = Fm , then by Lemma 2.3, NL (AP A) = NL (AP)
and C(AP) = C(A). Thus R(AP) ∩ NL (A) = {0} and since
dim(R(AP)) = dim(C(AP)) = dim(C(A)) = dim(R(A))
we have
dim(R(AP)) + dim(NL (A)) = dim(R(A)) + dim(NL (A)) = n.
It follows that R(AP) + NL (A) = F1×n . 
Definition. Let A ∈ Fn×m . P ∈ Fm×n is called a good preconditioner for A if
C(P A) + NR(A) = Fm (⇔ R(AP) + NL (A) = F1×n).
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Lemma 2.5. Let A ∈ Fn×m , P ∈ Fm×n a good preconditioner for A and b ∈ C(A). Then
P A and AP are good and X f P A,Pb = f AP,b. Moreover x(P A, Pb) = Px(AP, b) is
a solution of Ax = b.
Proof. From Lemma 2.3 it follows that C(P A) + NR(P A) = C(P A) + NR(A) = Fm
and R(AP) + NL (AP) = R(AP) + NL (A) = F1×n . From Lemma 2.2 it follows that
X2 f P A and X2 f AP , that is, P A and AP are good.
If b ∈ C(A), then Pb ∈ C(P A) and by Lemma 2.3 we have b ∈ C(AP). It follows from
Lemma 2.1 that X f P A,Pb and X f AP,b .
From f AP,b(P A)Pb = P f AP,b(AP)b = P0 = 0 it follows that f P A,Pb | f AP,b.
From (X f P A,Pb)(AP)b = AP f P A,Pb(AP)b = A f P A,Pb(P A)Pb = A0 = 0 it follows
that f AP,b | X f P A,Pb . Since X f AP,b we have f AP,b | f P A,Pb . It follows that
f P A,Pb = f AP,b.
If f P A,Pb = f AP,b = Xs + fs−1 Xs−1 + · · · + f1 X + f0, then
x(P A, Pb) = (−(P A)s−1 − fs−1(P A)s−2 − · · · − f2 P A − f1)Pb/ f0
= P(−(AP)s−1 − fs−1(AP)s−2 − · · · − f2 AP − f1)b/ f0
= Px(AP, b).
That Px(AP, b) is a solution of Ax = b is clear. 
When P is a good preconditioner for A and b ∈ C(A), Lemma 2.5 gives two ways of
solving the system Ax = b. We can solve P Ax = Pb with Wiedemann’s method, yielding
the solution x(P A, Pb) of Ax = b, or we can solve APx = b with Wiedemann’s method,
yielding the solution Px(AP, b) of Ax = b.
Lemma 2.5 shows that we only have to consider C(P A) + NR (A) instead of C(P A) +
NR (P A). Since NR(A) does not depend on P , this makes the analysis in what follows
much easier.
Notice that it is sufficient but not necessary for P to be a good preconditioner in order
for P A to be good. For P = 0 we have that P A is good although P is not a good
preconditioner for A, when A = 0.
3. Sparse preconditioners
In Section 2 we have seen how we can precondition a system Ax = b in order to
be able to solve the system using Wiedemann’s method. Wiedemann’s method is based
on repeated matrix–vector products. For a vector v we can compute the product P Av
via two matrix–vector products, i.e. first compute Av and then P(Av). In order for the
product P(Av) to have low cost we want the matrix P to be sparse. In this section we will
show how we can choose a sparse random P such that the probability that P is a good
preconditioner is sufficiently large. The analysis is a combination of Wiedemann (1986)
and Mulders and Storjohann (2000).
Lemma 3.1. Let A ∈ Fn×m of rank r , K ∈ Fm×(m−r) such that C(K ) = NR (A) and
Kˆ ∈ F (n−r)×n such thatR(Kˆ ) = NL (A). Then P ∈ Fm×n is a good preconditioner for A
if and only if
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rank
([
0 Kˆ
K P
])
= m + n − r.
Proof. We have [ P A K ] = [ K P ]B , where
B =
[
0 Im−r
A 0
]
and Ik denotes the k × k identity matrix. Moreover,
NL (B) = R ([ 0 Kˆ ])
and dim(NL (B)) = n − r . So
C(P A) + NR(A) = Fm
⇔ rank ([ P A K ]) = m
⇔ rank ([ K P ] B) = m
⇔ rank ([ K P ]) = m and R ([ K P ]) ∩ NL (B) = {0}
⇔ dim (R ([ K P ]) + NL (B)) = m + n − r
and the lemma follows. 
Definition. For a vector u we denote by w(u) the weight of u, that is, the number of
nonzero entries in u.
Lemma 3.2. Let A ∈ Fn×m1 , B ∈ Fn×m2 , v ∈ F1×m1 and U ⊆ F finite such that 0 ∈ U .
Let t = rank(A) and s = rank([ A B ]). Let
a[ j ] = #{u ∈ U1×m2 | [ v u ] ∈ R ([ A B ]) ,w(u) = j}.
Then
(a) if v /∈ R(A), then a[ j ] = 0 for all j ;
(b) if v ∈ R(A), then for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m2}:
i∑
j=0
a[ j ] ≤
i∑
j=0
(
s − t
j
)
(#U − 1) j .
Proof. The only nontrivial statement of the lemma is (b). Deleting a row from [ A B ]
that is in the row span of the other rows of [ A B ] does not change any essential data in the
lemma. Neither does any elementary row operation on [ A B ]. So we may assume that
[ A B ] has full row rank, i.e. s = n, and that [ A B ] is in reduced row echelon form. Say
[ A B ] =


0 1 ∗ 0 ∗ 0 ∗ ∗ 0 ∗ 0 ∗ 0 ∗
0 0 0 1 ∗ 0 ∗ ∗ 0 ∗ 0 ∗ 0 ∗
0 0 0 0 0 1 ∗ ∗ 0 ∗ 0 ∗ 0 ∗
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ∗ 0 ∗ 0 ∗
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ∗ 0 ∗
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ∗


↑
t
↓
↑
s − t
↓
.
Let ( j1, . . . , js) be the rank profile of [ A B ]. Then jt ≤ m1 < jt+1 and the ji -th column
is the 0-column, except for a 1 in the i -th row.
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Let x = (v j1, . . . , v jt ) ∈ F1×m1 . For u ∈ U1×m2 such that [ v u ] ∈ R([ A B ]),
there exists yu ∈ U1×(s−t) such that [ v u ] = [ x yu ][ A B ], that is, yu =
(u jt+1−m1, . . . , u js−m1). Since u = [ x yu ]B , it is clear that yu1 = yu2 for u1 = u2.
Moreover, for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m2} we have that when w(u) ≤ i , then certainly w(yu) ≤ i .
From this it follows that the number of [ v u ] ∈ R([ A B ]) with u ∈ U1×m2 and
w(u) ≤ i is bounded by the number of y ∈ U1×(s−t) with w(y) ≤ i . This last number is
equal to
∑i
j=0
(
s−t
j
)
(#U − 1) j . 
Lemma 3.3. Using the same definitions as in Lemma 3.2, assume that v ∈ R(A). Let
a(r) = ∑m2j=0 a[ j ]r j . Then for 0 ≤ r ≤ 1,
a(r) ≤ (1 + (#U − 1)r)s−t .
Proof. See Wiedemann (1986). 
Lemma 3.4. Let A ∈ Fn1×m1 , B ∈ Fn1×m2 , C ∈ Fn2×m1 and U ⊆ F finite such that
0 ∈ U . Let t = rank(A), s = rank([ A B ]) and r = rank
([
A
C
])
. Let wi ≤ 1 − 1/#U for
i = 1, . . . , n2 and choose an entry in the i -th row of D ∈ Un2×m2 as follows:
1. With probability 1 − wi the entry is 0.
2. Otherwise the entry is a uniform randomly selected nonzero element of U .
Let Ci denote the first i − 1 rows of C and let 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < iL be all indices such
that
rank
([
A
Cil
])
= rank
([
A
Cil +1
])
.
Then L = n2 − (r − t) and the probability that
rank
([
A B
C D
])
= s + n2
is at least
n2−(r−t)∏
l=1
(1 − (1 − wil )m2−(s−t+l−1)).
Proof. Let Di denote the first i − 1 rows of D. Let Ai =
[
A
Ci
]
and Bi =
[
B
Di
]
.
Then rank
([
A B
C D
])
= s + n2 if and only if rank([ Ai Bi ]) = s + i − 1 for all i .
Let ti = rank(Ai ) and si = rank([ Ai Bi ]). Suppose we have chosen Di such that
rank([ Ai Bi ]) = s + i − 1. Let v be the i -th row of C . We want to choose u ∈ U1×m2
such that rank
([
Ai Bi
v u
])
= s + i , i.e. such that [ v u ] /∈ R[ Ai Bi ]. From Lemma 3.2
we have that:
(a) If v /∈ R(Ai ): the probability that [ v u ] /∈ R([ Ai Bi ]) is 1.
(b) If v ∈ R(Ai ): every vector u ∈ U1×m2 of Hamming weight j has probability
w
j
i (1 − wi )m2− j/(#U − 1) j of being chosen as the i -th row of D. If a is as in
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Lemma 3.3 then the probability that [ v u ] ∈ R([ Ai Bi ]) is
m2∑
j=0
a[ j ]w ji (1 − wi )m2− j/(#U − 1) j
= (1 − wi )m2a(wi/((1 − wi )(#U − 1)))
≤ (1 − wi )m2(1 + wi/(1 − wi ))si−ti
= (1 − wi )m2−(si−ti ).
Moreover, if u is such that [ v u ] /∈ R([ Ai Bi ]), then si+1 = si + 1 and:
(a) If v /∈ R(Ai ), then ti+1 = ti + 1.
(b) If v ∈ R(Ai ), then ti+1 = ti .
Since each time when case (a) applies ti is incremented, the number of times case (a)
applies is r −t . So case (b) applies n2−(r −t) times. Moreover, when case (a) applies, then
si−ti does not change and when case (b) applies, si−ti is incremented. i1, i2, . . . , iL are the
indices of the rows for which case (b) applies so L = n2−(r −t) and sil −til = s−t+l−1.
The desired probability is at least
n2−(r−t)∏
l=1
(1 − (1 − wil )m2−(sil −til ))
and the lemma follows. 
We will choose random sparse matrices in a similar way to Wiedemann (1986).
Definition. Let U ⊆ F finite such that 0 ∈ U and λ ≥ 1. We say that P ∈ Um×n is a
random λ-sparse row matrix if the entries in the i -th row of P are chosen as follows:
1. With probability 1 − wi the entry is 0, where
wi = min(1 − 1/#U, λ log(m)/(m − i + 1)).
2. Otherwise the entry is a uniform randomly selected nonzero element of U .
P is a random λ-sparse column matrix if P t is a random λ-sparse row matrix.
Now we will apply Lemma 3.4 to the matrix of Lemma 3.1. Let A ∈ Fn×m of rank r ,
K ∈ Fm×(m−r) such that C(K ) = NR (A), Kˆ ∈ F (n−r)×n such that R(Kˆ ) = NL (A). Let
P ∈ Um×n a random λ-sparse row matrix. Then
rank(0) = 0, rank ([ 0 Kˆ ]) = n − r, rank
([
0
K
])
= m − r.
Let il be as in Lemma 3.4. Then the probability that
rank
([
0 Kˆ
K P
])
= m + n − r
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is at least
r∏
l=1
(1 − (1 − wil )r−l+1). (1)
Two extreme cases may occur. If il = l for 1 ≤ l ≤ r , which is the case when the first r
rows of K are all zero, then (1) can become arbitrarily small. For example when r = 1,
then (1) is at most 2 log(m)/m.
Now suppose that the first m−r rows of K are independent. Then we have il = m−r+l
and thus either
(1 − wil )r−l+1 = (1 − (1 − 1/#U))r−l+1
= (1/#U)r−l+1
or
(1 − wil )r−l+1 = (1 − λ log(m)/(r − l + 1))r−l+1
≤ exp(−λ log(m))
= m−λ.
So (1) is at least
r∏
l=1
(1 − m−λ)
r∏
l=1
(1 − (1/#U)r−l+1) ≥ (1 − m−λ)r
∞∏
l=1
(1 − (#U)−l) (2)
and since (1 − m−λ)r ≥ 1 − rm−λ and ∏∞i=1(1 − xi ) ≥ 1 − x − x2 for 0 < x < 1 (see
Mulders and Storjohann, 2000) we get the following result.
Lemma 3.5. (2) is at least p(r, m, λ, 1/#U), where
p(a, b, c, d) =
(
1 − a
bc
)
(1 − d − d2).
Unfortunately we cannot say anything about il in general and so (1) can become very small.
We will now describe how we can avoid this by conditioning A on the right with a sparse
matrix Q.
Lemma 3.6. Let A ∈ Fn×m of rank r and K ∈ Fm×(m−r) such that C(K ) = NR(A).
Then the first m − r rows of K are independent if and only if the last r columns of A are
independent.
Proof. Let K1 ∈ F (m−r)×(m−r) such that K =
[
K1∗
]
. Suppose that the last r columns of A
are independent. Let W ∈ Fn×n , nonsingular, such that the last n−r rows of W A are zero.
Then W A =
[ ∗ A1
0 0
]
, where A1 ∈ f r×r is nonsingular. If x K1 = 0, then [ x 0 ] K = 0
and since NL (K ) = R(A) = R(W A) we have [ x 0 ] ∈ R(W A) and thus x = 0. It
follows that K1 is nonsingular.
The converse follows from the above by letting (K˜ )t (resp. ( A˜)t) play the role of A
(resp. K ), where K˜ (resp. A˜) is the matrix we get from K (resp. A) by swapping the rows
(resp. columns). 
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Definition. Q ∈ Fm×k (resp. Q ∈ Fk×n), where k ≥ rank(A), is called a good
right (resp. left) rank conditioner for A if the last rank(A) columns (resp. rows) of AQ
(resp. Q A) are independent.
Notice that if Q is a good right (resp. left) rank conditioner for A, then rank(AQ) =
rank(A) (resp. rank(Q A) = rank(A)).
Lemma 3.7. Let A ∈ Fn×m. If Q ∈ Fm×k is a good right rank conditioner for A, then
C(AQ) = C(A) and NL (AQ) = NL (A).
Proof. C(AQ) ⊆ C(A) and NL (AQ) ⊆ NL (A). If Q is a good right rank conditioner for
A, then C(AQ) and C(A) both have dimension rank(A) and NL (AQ) and NL (AQ) both
have dimension n − rank(A). The lemma follows. 
Lemma 3.8. Let A ∈ Fn×m of rank r , U ⊆ F finite such that 0 ∈ U , k ≥ r and
Q ∈ Um×k a random λ-sparse column matrix. Then the probability that Q is a good
right rank conditioner for A is at least p(r, k, λ, 1/#U).
Proof. Let K ∈ Fm×(m−r) such that C(K ) = NR (A). Then Q is a good right rank
conditioner for A if and only if rank([ K Qˆ ]) = m, where Qˆ ∈ Fm×r is such that
Q = [ ∗ Qˆ ]. Applying Lemma 3.4 to
[
0 K t
0 Qˆt
]
(note that il = l and row l of Qˆ is
column k − r + l of Q) we see that the wanted probability is at least
r∏
l=1
(1 − (1 − wk−r+l )r−l+1).
As before this is at least p(r, k, λ, 1/#U). 
The following lemma summarizes how we can randomly precondition a system, such that
the probability that we can solve the preconditioned system with Wiedemann’s method is
bounded away from zero. Note that the preconditioned system must be square in order for
us to apply Wiedemann’s method. Therefore the number of rows of the preconditioner P
must equal the number of columns of the right rank conditioner Q.
Lemma 3.9. Let A ∈ Fn×m of rank r and b ∈ C(A). Let U ⊆ F, finite such that 0 ∈ U ,
k ≥ r , and let P ∈ Uk×n (resp. Q ∈ Um×k ), a random λ-sparse row (resp. column)
matrix. Then the probability that Q is a good right rank conditioner for A and P is a
good preconditioner for AQ is at least p(r, k, λ, 1/#U)2. In that case we can solve the
k × k system (P AQ)x = Pb with Wiedemann’s method and Qx(P AQ, Pb) is a solution
of the original system Ax = b. The expected cost of computing a matrix–vector product
involving P AQ is O(λ(n + m) log(k)2) field operations plus one matrix–vector product
involving A.
Proof. By Lemma 3.8 the probability that Q is a good right rank conditioner for A is at
least p(r, k, λ, 1/#U). If this is the case then the probability that P is a good preconditioner
for AQ is by Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 at least p(r, k, λ, 1/#U).
If Q is a good right rank conditioner for A, then b ∈ C(AQ) by Lemma 3.7.
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That P AQx = Pb can be solved with Wiedemann’s method and that Qx(P AQ, Pb)
is a solution of Ax = b, when Q is a good right rank conditioner for A and P is a good
preconditioner for AQ, now follow from Lemma 2.5.
The expected total number of nonzero entries in P and Q is
µ ≤ λ(n + m) log(k)
k∑
l=1
1
k − l + 1
≤ λ(n + m) log(k)(1 + log(k)).
(3)
If for a vector v we compute the product (P AQ)v as the sequence of three products
Qv, A(QV ) and P(AQv), then the cost of one such product is O(µ) field operations
plus one matrix–vector product involving A. 
To keep (3) minimal we would like to take k = rank(A). However, since we do not know
the rank of A the best we can do is to take k to be the minimum of n and m.
Notice that in Lemma 3.9 we need Q to be a good right rank conditioner for A only to
ensure that b ∈ C(AQ) and that the probability that P is a good preconditioner for AQ
is bounded away from zero. In practice it may happen that b ∈ C(AQ) and P AQ is good
even if Q is not a good right rank conditioner for A and/or P is not a good preconditioner
for AQ. So in practice the probability that we can solve the system (P AQ)x = Pb using
Wiedemann’s method is greater than our analysis suggests.
If in Lemma 3.9 Q is a good right rank conditioner for A and P a good preconditioner
for AQ, we can also solve the system AQ Px = b with Wiedemann’s method. Then
Q Px(AQ P, b) is a solution of the original system.
We can also interchange the roles of P and Q as follows.
Lemma 3.10. Using the same definitions as in Lemma 3.9, the probability that P is a
good left rank conditioner for A and Q is a good preconditioner for P A is at least
p(r, k, λ, 1/#U)2. Also the other statements of Lemma 3.9 hold.
Proof. For the probability use the transposed version of the argument in the proof of
Lemma 3.9. That P AQx = Pb can be solved with Wiedemann’s method and that
Qx(P AQ, Pb) is a solution of P Ax = Pb, when Q is a good preconditioner for P A,
follow from Lemma 2.5.
If P is a good left rank conditioner for A it follows from the transposed version of
Lemma 3.7 that NR(P A) = NR (A). Let y such that Ay = b. If Qx(P AQ, Pb) is a
solution of P Ax = Pb, then P A(Qx(P AQ, Pb) − y) = 0, so Qx(P AQ, Pb) − y ∈
NR (P A) = NR(A) and thus AQx(P AQ, Pb) = Ay = b. 
If in Lemma 3.9 P is a good left rank conditioner for A and Q a good preconditioner
for P A, we can also solve the system Q P Ax = Q Pb with Wiedemann’s method. Then
x(Q P A, Q Pb) is a solution of the original system.
To summarize, we have the following possibilities. Choose a random λ-sparse row
matrix P and a random λ-sparse column matrix Q and then try to solve with Wiedemann’s
method one of the following systems:
1. P AQx = Pb;
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2. Q P Ax = Q Pb;
3. AQ Px = b.
Next transform the solution found to a solution of Ax = b.
Of course things may go wrong. For example it may happen that we cannot use
Wiedemann’s method since the minimum polynomial is divisible by X .
It may also happen that we do get a solution but that the solution is wrong. For example
when
A =
[
1 0
0 0
]
, b =
[
1
0
]
, P =
[
0 1
0 0
]
and Q =
[
1 0
0 1
]
,
then f Q P A,Q Pb = 1 and thus x(Q P A, Q Pb) = 0, which is not a solution of the system
Ax = b.
It may also happen that we do get a solution even if the system has no solution. For
example when
A =
[
1 0
0 0
]
, b =
[
0
1
]
, P =
[
1 0
0 0
]
and Q =
[
1 0
0 1
]
,
then f Q P A,Q Pb = 1 and thus x(Q P A, Q Pb) = 0, which is not a solution of the system
Ax = b.
We can conclude that if Wiedemann’s method is successful, we must always test
whether the solution that it returns is a solution of the original system Ax = b. The
probability that we find a solution in this way is bounded away from zero by Lemmas 3.9
and 3.10.
The symmetry of the possible solution strategies mentioned above might give the
impression that it suffices when either Q and P are both good rank conditioners or both
good preconditioners. The following examples show that this is not so.
Example 1. Let
A =

 1 −1 01 −1 0
0 0 1

 .
Then rank(A) = 2, the last two columns of A and the last two rows of A are independent.
So P = Q = I3 are good left and right rank conditioners for A. However, f P AQ = f A =
X3 − X2, so P AQ is not good and we cannot solve P AQx = Pb with Wiedemann’s
method.
Example 2. Let
A = Q =
[
Ir 0
0 0
]
∈ Fn×n .
Then NL (A) = R(Kˆ ), where Kˆ = [ 0 In−r ], and R(AQ) + NL (A) = Fn . NR(A) =
C(K ), where
K =
[
0
In−r
]
,
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so the first r rows of K are zero. As we have seen before this means that the probability
that a random sparse row matrix P is a good preconditioner for AQ can become arbitrarily
small.
When we try to solve a system P AQx = Pb, then we have two combinations of conditions
that suit our purpose, that is, either P is a good left rank conditioner for A and Q is a good
preconditioner for P A, or Q is a good right rank conditioner for A and P is a good precon-
ditioner for AQ. These are not identical combinations as the following example shows.
Example 3. Let
A =
[
1 0
0 0
]
, P =
[
0 0
0 1
]
and Q =
[
0 1
0 0
]
.
Then P is not a good preconditioner for AQ but Q is a good preconditioner for P A. So
according to Lemma 3.9 we cannot conclude that we can solve the system P AQx = Pb
using Wiedemann’s method, but according to Lemma 3.10 we can.
The preconditioner and the rank conditioner play different roles. The preconditioner is the
most essential of the two, guaranteeing the success of Wiedemann’s method. The rank con-
ditioner is only needed to force certain rows or columns to be independent. After applying
the rank conditioner one knows which rows or columns in the preconditioner need to be
chosen rather dense and which can be chosen very sparse. In the foregoing we used rank
conditioners enforcing independence of a block of last rows or columns. Of course one can
take here any chosen set of rows or columns.
When we precondition with both matrices on one side, the following lemma shows that
this is more or less the same as preconditioning with only one matrix. The only difference is
that the preconditioner is in fact composed of two matrices, thus improving the probability
that it is a good preconditioner.
Lemma 3.11. Let A ∈ Fn×m, P ∈ Fk×n and Q ∈ Fm×k . If Q is a good right
rank conditioner for A and P is a good preconditioner for AQ or P is a good left
rank conditioner for A and Q is a good preconditioner for P A, then Q P is a good
preconditioner for A.
Let k ≥ min(n, m) andU ⊆ F, finite such that 0 ∈ U . If P ∈ Uk×n is a random λ-sparse
row matrix and Q ∈ Um×k is a random λ-sparse column matrix, then the probability that
Q P is a good preconditioner for A is at least p(r, k, λ, 1/#U)2.
Proof. If Q is a good right rank conditioner for A and P is a good preconditioner
for AQ we have R(AQ P) + NL (AQ) = F1×m . From Lemma 3.7 it follows that
NL (AQ) = NL (A) and thus Q P is a good preconditioner for A. The probability follows
from Lemma 3.9. The other part follows by transposition. 
Perhaps one would expect P Q to be a good preconditioner for A if P is a good left rank
conditioner for A and Q is a good preconditioner for P A. This is however not the case as
the following example shows.
Example 4. Let
A =
[
0 1
0 0
]
, P =
[
0 1
1 0
]
and Q =
[
0 1
1 1
]
.
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Then P is a good left rank conditioner for A and Q is a good preconditioner for P A, but
P Q is not a good preconditioner for A. Even AP Q and P Q A are not good.
Definition. Let U ⊆ F , finite such that 0 ∈ U , k ∈ Z>0 and λ ≥ 1. We say that P ∈ Fm×n
is a random (U, k, λ)-sparse matrix if P = QQˆ, where Qˆ ∈ Uk×n is a random λ-sparse
row matrix and Q ∈ Um×k is a random λ-sparse column matrix.
For future reference we state the following corollary.
Corollary 3.1. Let A ∈ Fn×m, k ≥ min(n, m) and U ⊆ F, finite such that 0 ∈ U . Let
P ∈ Fm×n be a random (U, k, λ)-sparse matrix. Then the probability that P is a good
preconditioner for A is at least p(r, k, λ, 1/#U)2.
4. Randomly sampling the solution space
In Wiedemann (1986) and Kaltofen and Saunders (1991) methods are described for
randomly sampling the solution space of the system Ax = b. If r is the rank of A, the
fact that the principal r × r submatrix of the preconditioned matrix is nonsingular is used
there to show the uniqueness of solution vectors of a certain shape. In our case we have
no knowledge of an r × r nonsingular subsystem—we only have knowledge of minimum
polynomials.
In general one can construct random elements in the solution space by adding a
particular solution and a random element from NR(A). As already noted in Wiedemann
(1986), when t /∈ C(A), then X | f A,t and ( f A,t/X)(A)t ∈ NR (A). Here we will show
how this can be used to sample in some sense NR(A).
Lemma 4.1. Let A ∈ Fn×n and b ∈ F1×n\R(A) such that b( f A/X)(A) = 0. Let t ∈ Fn
such that b( f A/X)(A)t = 0 and u = ( f A,t/X)(A)t . Then Au = 0 and bu = 0.
Proof. First notice that A is a singular matrix, since b /∈ R(A), so X | f A. Also, since
( f A/X)(A)t = 0 we have f A,t ( f A/X) and so, since f A,t | f A, we have X | f A,t .
Then, by definition of f A,t , we have Au = 0.
Now write f A = h f A,t , where h = Xr + hr−1 Xr−1 + · · · + h1 X + h0 ∈ F[X]. Since
for i > 1 we have
b Aiu = b Ai( f A,t/X)(A)t
= b Ai−1 f A,t (A)t
= b Ai−10
= 0,
we have
h0bu = bh(A)u
= bh(A)( f A,t/X)(A)t
= b( f A/X)(A)t
= 0,
and so bu = 0. 
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For b ∈ F1×n\R(A) the condition b( f A/X)(A) = 0 does not have to hold in general. The
following lemma will give a sufficient condition for b( f A/X)(A) = 0 to hold.
Lemma 4.2. Let A ∈ Fn×n be good and b ∈ F1×n\R(A). Then b( f A/X)(A) = 0.
Proof. A is singular, since b /∈ R(A), and so X | f A. Since X2 f A we have X ( f A/X).
If b( f A/X)(A) = 0, we can solve the linear system x A = b using Wiedemann’s method,
since X ( f A/X), and thus b ∈ R(A), which contradicts the assumptions. 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 show how we can get a kernel element outside any given true subspace
of the kernel of a good matrix A.
Lemma 4.3. Let A ∈ Fn×n be a singular good matrix and let H be a true subspace of
NR (A). Let b ∈ H⊥\R(A), where H⊥ = {x ∈ F1×n | xy = 0 for all y ∈ H }. Let t ∈ Fn
such that b( f A/X)(A)t = 0 and u = ( f A,t/X)(A)t . Then u ∈ NR(A)\H .
Proof. Since
dim(H⊥) = n − dim(H ) ≥ n − dim(NR (A)) + 1 = rank(A) + 1
and dim(R(A)) = rank(A) we see that b ∈ H⊥\R(A) does exist.
From Lemma 4.2 it follows that b( f A/X)(A) = 0 and so t does exist. From Lemma 4.1
it follows that Au = 0 and bu = 0. Since b ∈ H⊥ it follows that u /∈ H . 
In general A will not be a square matrix or will not be good. Therefore we will precondition
A such that the preconditioned matrix is a good square matrix. If P AQ is good and
we apply Lemma 4.3 to P AQ we get u ∈ NR(P AQ)\H , where H is a hyperplane of
NR (P AQ). Then Qu ∈ NR(P A), but we have no idea whether or not Qu is contained in
a certain hyperplane of NR(P A). In fact when Q = 0, then Qu is always zero and thus
contained in all hyperplanes of NR(P A). We will see that the preconditioning on the left
does not give any problem and so we will precondition A only on the left.
We get the following way of computing a kernel element of A outside a specified true
subspace of NR(A).
Lemma 4.4. Let A ∈ Fn×m such that NR(A) = {0}, H a true subspace of NR (A) and
b ∈ H⊥\R(A). Let P ∈ Fm×n be a good preconditioner for A. Let t ∈ Fm such that
b( f P A/X)(P A)t = 0 and u = ( f P A,t/X)(P A)t . Then u ∈ NR(A)\H .
Proof. Since P is a good preconditioner for A, we have by Lemma 2.5 that P A is good.
Since NR(A) = {0}, we have that P A is singular. From Lemma 2.3 it follows that
b ∈ H⊥\R(P A).
From Lemma 4.3 it now follows that u ∈ NR(P A)\H . The lemma now follows from
Lemma 2.3. 
Corollary 4.1. Let A ∈ Fn×m such that NR(A) = {0} and H a true subspace of NR(A).
Let U ⊆ F finite such that 0 ∈ U . Let k ≥ min(n, m), P ∈ Fm×n a random (U, k, λ)-
sparse matrix and t ∈ Um random. Then the probability that u = ( f P A,t/X)(P A)t
satisfies u ∈ NR (A)\H is at least (1 − 1/#U)p(r, k, λ, 1/#U)2.
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Proof. Let b ∈ H⊥\R(A). By Lemma 3.1 the probability that P is a good preconditioner
for A is at least p(r, k, λ, 1/#U)2. The probability that b( f P A/X)(P A)t = 0 is by
Lemma 3.4 (take A = B = 0, C = K , where K ∈ Fm×(m−1) such that C(K ) =
NR(b( f P A/X)(P A)), D = t and wi = 1 − 1/#U for all i ) at least 1 − 1/#U . The
lemma now follows from Lemma 4.4. 
Corollary 4.1 shows that we get in some sense random elements in the kernel of A if we
choose P and t as in the corollary. By adding such a kernel element to a particular solution
of Ax = b, obtained as before by Wiedemann’s method, we randomly sample in some
sense the solution space of the system. This method of sampling the solution space is
similar to the one proposed in Kaltofen and Saunders (1991).
We can also get certificates for the inconsistency of a linear system. This is based on the
following well-known lemma (see also Giesbrecht et al., 1998).
Lemma 4.5. Let A ∈ Fn×m, b ∈ Fn and u ∈ F1×n. If u A = 0 and ub = 0, then
b /∈ C(A).
Definition. Let A ∈ Fn×m , P ∈ Fm×n and t ∈ F1×n . If it is defined, i.e. X | f AP,t , then
we denote by q(t, P, A) the vector t ( f AP,t/X)(AP). Otherwise q(t, P, A) = 0.
Corollary 4.2. Let A ∈ Fn×m and b ∈ Fn\C(A). Let U ⊆ F finite such that 0 ∈ U
and k ≥ min(n, m). Let P ∈ Fm×n be a random (U, k, λ)-sparse matrix and t ∈ U1×n
random. Then the probability that u = q(t, P, A) satisfies u A = 0 and ub = 0 is at least
(1 − 1/#U)p(r, k, λ, 1/#U)2.
Proof. Let H = NR([ A b ]t). Since b /∈ C(A), H is a true subspace of NR(At) and bt ∈
H⊥\R(At). From Lemma 4.1 it follows that the probability that ( f Pt At,t t /X)(P t At)t t ∈
NR(At)\H is at least (1 − 1/#U)p(r, k, λ, 1/#U)2. Since
(( f Pt At,t t /X)(P t At)t t)t = t ( f AP,t/X)(AP),
the lemma follows.
5. Solving Diophantine linear systems
Let R be a principal ideal domain and K its quotient field. When A is a matrix over R,
then we consider A to be over K when we use C(A), NR(A) and so on.
In this section we will describe how to compute a rational solution of Ax = b with
minimal denominator when A ∈ Rn×m and b ∈ Rn ∩ C(A). Most of the ideas are the
same as described in Mulders and Storjohann (2000) for the dense case. We will repeat
the necessary definitions and results from that paper and only prove those parts that need
adjustment to the present sparse case.
For every ideal I of R we choose a unique generator. This allows us to use greatest
common divisors and least common multiples without ambiguity.
Let x ∈ K m . It is easy to see that the set of all v ∈ R such that vx ∈ Rm is an ideal I of
R. We denote by d(x) the generator of I and call it the denominator of x .
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y ∈ K m such that Ay = b is called a rational solution of the linear system Ax = b. If
the system Ax = b has a rational solution, let I be the ideal of R generated by the set of
denominators of all rational solutions of Ax = b. We denote by d(A, b) the generator of
this ideal. d(A, b) is the minimal denominator that a rational solution of Ax = b can have
in the sense that d(A, b) divides d(y) for any rational solution y of Ax = b.
If Ay = b and d(y) = d(A, b), then y is called a rational solution with minimal
denominator. In that case d(A, b)y is denoted by y(A, b). y(A, b) is not uniquely
determined, so for reasoning purposes we simply choose one.
A rational solution with a smaller denominator is obtained by combining two or more
rational solutions (see Lemma 5.1). The idea of combining rational solutions to get a
Diophantine solution was introduced in Giesbrecht (1997).
Lemma 5.1. Let y, yˆ ∈ K m be rational solutions of Ax = b. Let d, s, t ∈ R such that
d = gcd(d(y), d(yˆ)) = sd(y) + td(yˆ) and
y˜ = sd(y)y + td(yˆ)yˆ
d
.
Then y˜ is a rational solution of Ax = b.
Definition. Let p ∈ R be prime. For a ∈ R\{0} we define ordp(a) as the maximum integer
n such that pn divides a. Furthermore we define ordp(0) = ∞.
Now we describe how we obtain a new rational solution and how its denominator compares
to d(A, b).
Lemma 5.2. Let A ∈ Rn×m and P ∈ Fm×n, a good preconditioner for A. Let b ∈
Rn ∩ C(A) and x = x(P A, Pb). Then Ax = b and for a prime q ∈ R we have
ordq(d(x)) ≤ ordq (d(A, b))
⇔ ordq ( f P A,P Ay(A,b)(P A)y(A, b)/ f P A,P Ay(A,b)(0)) ≥ 0.
Proof. Since P Ax = Pb it follows from Lemma 2.5 that Ax = b and X f P A,Pb . Say
f P A,Pb = Xs + fs−1 Xs−1 + · · · + f1 X + f0, where f0 = 0. Then
x = (−(P A)s−1 − fs−1(P A)s−2 − · · · − f2(P A) − f1)Pb/ f0
= (−(P A)s−1 − fs−1(P A)s−2 − · · · − f2(P A) − f1)P Ay(A, b)/(d(A, b) f0)
= (−(P A)s − fs−1(P A)s−1 − · · · − f2(P A)2 − f1(P A))y(A, b)/(d(A, b) f0).
From this it follows that
ordq(d(x)) ≤ ordq(d(A, b))
⇔ ordq((−(P A)s − fs−1(P A)s−1 − · · · − f2(P A)2
− f1(P A))y(A, b)/ f0) ≥ 0
⇔ ordq((−(P A)s − fs−1(P A)s−1 − · · · − f2(P A)2
− f1(P A) − f0)y(A, b)/ f0) ≥ 0
⇔ ordq( f P A,Pb(P A)y(A, b)/ f0) ≥ 0.
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The lemma now follows from the fact that the minimum polynomial is invariant under
multiplication of the vector by a nonzero constant, and thus f P A,Pb = f P A,P Ay(A,b). 
Definition. Let W be any integral domain. For A ∈ W n×m of rank r we say that A = U SV
is a nonsingular decomposition of A over W when U ∈ W n×r , V ∈ Wr×m and S ∈ Wr×r
are such that the rows of U generate W 1×r as a W -module, the columns of V generate Wr
as a W -module and S is invertible over W .
When W is a field, every matrix obviously has a nonsingular decomposition. When W is
a principal ideal domain, certain submatrices of the matrices involved in the Smith normal
form decomposition constitute a nonsingular decomposition.
Lemma 5.3. Let A ∈ W n×m and P ∈ W m×n . Let A = U SV be a nonsingular
decomposition of A over W. Then
P is a good preconditioner for A ⇔ V PU is nonsingular.
Proof. Since U S has full column rank it follows that NR(A) = NR(V ). Since SV has full
row rank it follows that C(P A) = C(PU SV ) = C(PU). Let r = rank(A) and notice that
dim(NR(V )) = m − r and dim(C(PU)) ≤ r . So
C(P A) + NR(A) = Fm ⇔ C(PU) + NR (V ) = Fm
⇔ dim(C(PU)) = r and C(PU) ∩ NR(V ) = {0}
⇔ V PU is nonsingular.
The lemma follows. 
Lemma 5.4. Let A ∈ Rn×m , P ∈ Rm×n and y ∈ Rm. Let A = U SV be a nonsingular
decomposition of A over R. Let q ∈ R be prime and suppose that q det(V PU). Then
ordq( f P A,P Ay (P A)y/ f P A,P Ay (0)) ≥ 0.
Proof. By Lemma 5.3 it follows that P is a good preconditioner for A. From Lemma 2.3
we know that Ay ∈ C(A) = C(AP A). Let x ∈ Fm such that AP Ax = Ay. Then
y = yi + yk , where yi = P Ax and yk = y − P Ax . Since P A(y − P Ax) =
P(Ay − AP Ax) = P0 = 0 we see that yk ∈ NR(P A). Let f = f P A,P Ay . Then
f (P A)yi = f (P A)P Ax = P A f (P A)x
and
P A f (P A)yi = f (P A)P Ayi = f (P A)P Ay = 0,
so f (P A)yi ∈ C(P A) ∩ NR(P A) = {0}, by Lemma 2.2, and thus f (P A)yi = 0. So
f (P A)y = f (P A)yi + f (AP)yk
= f (P A)yk
= f (0)yk,
and thus
f P A,P Ay (P A)y/ f P A,P Ay (0) = f (P A)y/ f (0) = yk .
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Since yi + yk = y ∈ Rm we have
ordq( f P A,P Ay (P A)y/ f P A,P Ay (0)) ≥ 0 ⇔ ordq(yk) ≥ 0 ⇔ ordq(yi ) ≥ 0.
We have
AP Ax = Ay ⇔ U SV P Ax = U SV y
⇔ V P Ax = V y
⇔ V PU SV x = V y
⇔ SV x = (V PU)−1V y
and thus
yi = P Ax
= PU SV x
= PU(V PU)−1V y.
Since q det(V PU) we see that ordq(yi ) ≥ 0. 
Certifying the minimality of a solution’s denominator is accomplished by the following
lemma.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose Ax = b has a rational solution and let z ∈ K 1×n such that
z A ∈ R1×m. Then d(zb) divides d(A, b).
A certificate certifying a larger factor is obtained by combining two or more certificates.
Lemma 5.6. Let z, zˆ ∈ K 1×n such that z A, zˆ A ∈ R1×m. Write zb = n/d and zˆb = nˆ/dˆ,
where gcd(n, d) = gcd(nˆ, dˆ) = 1. Let g = gcd(d, dˆ), l = lcm(d, dˆ), e, s, t ∈ R such
that
e = gcd
(
n
dˆ
g
, nˆ
d
g
)
= sn dˆ
g
+ t nˆ d
g
and z˜ = sz + t zˆ. Then z˜ A ∈ R1×m and d(z˜b) = l.
Now we describe how we obtain a new certificate and how the factor that it certifies
compares to d(A, b). We denote by f t,A the polynomial f At,t t , that is, we consider
vector–matrix products instead of matrix–vector products.
Definition. Let A ∈ Rn×m and P ∈ Fm×n , a good preconditioner for A. For t ∈ F1×n
say f t P A,P A = Xs + fs−1 Xs−1 + · · · + f1 X + f0. We then define
u(t, P, A) = t ((P A)s−1 + fs−1(P A)s−2 + · · · + f2(P A) + f1)P/ f0
and
w(t, P, A) = d(u(t, P, A)A)u(t, P, A).
Lemma 5.7. Let A ∈ Rn×m , P ∈ Fm×n , a good preconditioner for A and t ∈ F1×n. Then
w(t, P, A)A ∈ R1×m.
Proof. By definition of w(t, P, A). 
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Lemma 5.8. Let A ∈ Rn×m , b ∈ Rn ∩ C(A) and P ∈ Rm×n . Let A = U SV be a
nonsingular decomposition of A over R. Let q ∈ R, prime such that q | d(A, b) and
suppose that q det(V PU). Then ordq (PU(V PU)−1V y(A, b)) = 0 and for t ∈ R1×n
we have
ordq(d(w(t, P, A)b)) ≥ ordq(d(A, b)) ⇔ ordq(t PU(V PU)−1V y(A, b)) ≤ 0.
Proof. Of course ordq(PU(V PU)−1V y(A, b))≥0. Suppose ordq(PU(V PU)−1V ×
y(A, b))>0. Then also ordq(V PU(V PU)−1V y(A, b))>0 and thus ordq(V y(A, b))>0.
Let r = rank(r). Since the columns of V span Rr as an R-module, there exists z ∈ Rm
such that V z = V y(A, b)/q . Then
Az = U SV z = U SV y(A, b)/q = Ay(A, b)/q = (d(A, b)/q)b,
and this contradicts the minimality of d(A, b). So ordq (PU(V PU)−1V y(A, b)) = 0.
Let u = u(t, P, A). Then
w(t, P, A)b = d(u A)ub = d(u A)u Ay(A, b)/d(A, b)
and thus
ordq(d(w(t, P, A)b)) ≥ ordq(d(A, b)) ⇔ ordq(d(u A)u Ay(A, b)) ≤ 0.
It is easy to see that (u A + t)P A = 0. We have
(u A + t)P A = 0 ⇔ (u A + t)PU SV = 0
⇔ (u A + t)PU = 0
⇔ (uU SV + t)PU = 0
⇔ uU S + t PU(V PU)−1 = 0
and thus
u A = uU SV
= −t PU(V PU)−1V .
Since q det(V PU) we have ordq(d(u A)) = 0 and thus
ordq(d(u A)u Ay(A, b)) ≤ 0 ⇔ ordq(u Ay(A, b)) ≤ 0
⇔ t PU(V PU)−1V y(A, b) ≤ 0. 
Definition. We say that the pair (P, t) ∈ Rm×n × R1×n is a good pair with respect to the
prime q ∈ R, if for a nonsingular decomposition A = U SV of A over R we have:
1. q det(V PU);
2. ordq(t PU(V PU)−1V y(A, b)) ≤ 0 if q | d(A, b).
Lemma 5.9. Let A ∈ Rn×m and b ∈ Rn ∩ C(A). Let q ∈ R be prime and (P, t) a good
pair with respect to q. Then
ordq(d(x(P A, Pb))) = ordq(d(w(t, P, A)b)) = ordq(d(A, b)).
Proof. Notice that by definition we have ordq(d(x(P A, Pb))) ≥ ordq(d(A, b)) and
from Lemmas 5.5 and 5.7 it follows that ordq(d(w(t, P, A)b)) ≤ ordq(d(A, b)).
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From Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4 it follows that ordq(d(x(P A, Pb))) ≤ ordq(d(A, b)). If
q d(A, b), then ordq(d(w(t, P, A)b)) ≥ 0 = ordq(d(A, b)). Otherwise it follows from
Lemma 5.8 that ordq(d(w(t, P, A)b)) ≥ ordq(d(A, b)). The lemma now follows. 
6. Sparse preconditioners revisited
In this section we will extend the results of Section 3 to the case where the entries of
the preconditioners are chosen from a covering set which is mapped to the coefficient field.
This is needed when we study modular properties of the preconditioned matrices.
For the sparse rows in the preconditioners we need the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Let A ∈ Fn×m1 , B ∈ Fn×m2 and v ∈ R(A). Let t = rank(A) and
s = rank([ A B ]). Let U be a finite set and φ : U → F a map. Let g be the maximum
number of elements in the preimage of any element of F under φ. Let
a[ j ] = #{u ∈ U1×m2 | [ v φ(u) ] ∈ R ([ A B ]) ,w(u) = j}
and a(r) = ∑m2j=0 a[ j ]r j . Then for 0 ≤ r ,
a(r) ≤
(
1 + (#F − 1)gr
1 + gr
)s−t
(1 + gr)m2 .
Proof. Let
a¯[ j ] = #{u¯ ∈ F1×m2 | [ v u¯ ] ∈ R ([ A B ]) ,w(u¯) = j}.
Since φ may map nonzero elements from U to zero, we have for u ∈ U1×m2 with w(u) = j
that w(φ(u)) ≤ j . For every u¯ ∈ F1×m2 with w(u¯) = k, there are at most (m2−kj−k )g j vectors
u ∈ U1×m2 such that φ(u) = u¯ and w(u) = j . So for all j ,
a[ j ] ≤
j∑
k=0
a¯[k]
(
m2 − k
j − k
)
g j .
It follows that
m2∑
j=0
a[ j ]r j ≤
m2∑
j=0
j∑
k=0
a¯[k]
(
m2 − k
j − k
)
(gr) j . (4)
Grouping the coefficients of a¯[k] we get(
m2 − k
0
)
(gr)k +
(
m2 − k
1
)
(gr)k+1 + · · · +
(
m2 − k
m2 − k
)
(gr)m2
= (gr)k(1 + gr)m2−k,
so the right hand side of (4) is(
m2∑
k=0
a¯[k]
(
gr
1 + gr
)k)
(1 + gr)m2 .
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From Lemma 3.3 we know that
m2∑
k=0
a¯[k]
(
gr
1 + gr
)k
≤
(
1 + (#F − 1)gr
1 + gr
)s−t
.
The lemma follows. 
The following lemma is used for the dense rows in the preconditioners.
Lemma 6.2 (Mulders and Storjohann, 2000). Let A ∈ Fn×m1 , B ∈ Fn×m2 and v ∈
R(A). Let t = rank(A) and s = rank([ A B ]). Let U be a finite set and φ : U → F a
map. Let g be the maximum number of elements in the preimage of any element of F under
φ. Then
#
{
u ∈ U1×m2 | [ v φ(u) ] ∈ R [ A B ]
}
≤ (#U)s−t gm2−(s−t).
In order to avoid pathological situations we will only take contiguous subsets of R from
which we will choose the entries in the preconditioners. This is expressed by the following
definition.
Definition. Let U ⊆ R finite and q ∈ R prime. We say that U is evenly distributed with
respect to q , if
1. #(R/q R) < ∞: for all w ∈ R,⌊
#U
#(R/q R)
⌋
≤ #{u ∈ U | u ≡ w(mod q)} ≤
⌈
#U
#(R/q R)
⌉
;
2. #(R/q R) = ∞: for all w ∈ R,
#{u ∈ U | u ≡ w(mod q)} ≤ 1.
As an analogue to Lemma 3.4 we now get the following lemma.
Lemma 6.3. Let q ∈ R be prime and F = R/q R and φ : R → F the canonical
projection. Let U ⊆ R be evenly distributed with respect to q such that 0 ∈ U , #U ≥ 100
and (#F + 1)/#U ≤ 1/m2. Let A ∈ Fn1×m1 , B ∈ Fn1×m2 and C ∈ Fn2×m1 . Let
t = rank(A), s = rank([ A B ]) and r = rank
([
A
C
])
. Let wi ≤ 1 − 1/#U for
i = 1, . . . , n2 and choose an entry in the i -th row of D ∈ Un2×m2 as follows:
1. With probability 1 − wi the entry is 0.
2. Otherwise the entry is a uniform randomly selected nonzero element of U .
Let Ci denote the first i − 1 rows of C and let 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < iL be all indices such
that
rank
([
A
Cil
])
= rank
([
A
Cil +1
])
.
Then L = n2 − (r − t) and the probability that
rank
([
A B
C φ(D)
])
= s + n2
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is at least
n2−(r−t)∏
l=1
wil <1−1/#U
(1 − exp(1)(1 − wil /3)m2−(s−t+l−1))
×
n2−(r−t)∏
l=1
wil =1−1/#U
(1 − (1/#U + 1/#F)m2−(s−t+l−1)).
Proof. The outline of the proof is exactly the same as in the proof of Lemma 3.4. Let g be
the maximum number of elements in the preimage of any element of F under φ.
When wi < 1 − 1/#U we use the following:
m2∑
j=0
a[ j ]w ji (1 − wi )m2− j/(#U − 1) j
= (1 − wi )m2 a
(
wi
(1 − wi )(#U − 1)
)
≤ ((1 − wi )(1 + gr))m2
[
1 + (#F − 1)gr
1 + gr
]si−ti
, where r = wi
(1 − wi )(#U − 1)
≤ ((1 − wi )(1 + gr))m2−(si−ti )
[
(1 − wi )(1 + gr)
(
1 + (#F − 1)gr
1 + gr
)]si−ti
.
Moreover
(1 − wi )(1 + gr)
(
1 + (#F − 1)gr
1 + gr
)
= (1 − wi )(1 + #Fgr)
= 1 − wi + #Fgwi#U − 1
= 1 + (#Fg − #U + 1)wi
#U − 1
≤ 1 + #F + 1
#U − 1wi
≤ 1 + (#F + 1)/#U
≤ 1 + 1/m2
and thus(
(1 − wi )(1 + gr)
(
1 + (#F − 1)gr
1 + gr
))si−ti
≤ (1 + 1/m2)m2 ≤ exp(1).
Since U is evenly distributed with respect to q we have g ≤ 1 + #U/#F , so
g
#U − 1 ≤
#U
#U − 1
1
#F
+ 1
#U − 1 ≤ 51/99,
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since #F ≥ 2 and #U ≥ 100. Finally,
(1 − wi )(1 + gr) = 1 − wi + g#U − 1wi
≤ 1 − 48
99
wi
≤ 1 − wi
3
.
When wi = 1 − 1/#U we use the following: every vector u ∈ U1×m2 has
probability (1/#U)m2 of being chosen as i -th row of D. So the probability that [ v u ] ∈
R([ Ai Bi ]) is, by Lemma 6.2, at most
(#U)si−ti gm2−(si−ti )(1/#U)m2 = (g/#U)m2−(si−ti ).
Notice that since g ≤ 1+#U/#F we have g/#U ≤ 1/#U+1/#F . The lemma follows. 
We will use the following lemma for small primes.
Lemma 6.4. Let A ∈ Rn×m , b ∈ Rn ∩ C(A), q ∈ R prime and F = R/q R. Let
k ≥ min(n, m) and U ⊆ R be evenly distributed with respect to q such that 0 ∈ U ,
#U ≥ 100 and (#F + 1)/#U ≤ 1/ max(n, m). Let P ∈ Fm×n be a random (U, k, λ)-
sparse matrix and t ∈ U1×n, random. Then the probability that (P, t) is a good pair with
respect to q is at least
(1 − (1/#U + 1/#F))p(r exp(1), k, λ/3, 1/#U + 1/#F)2.
Proof. Let φ : R → F be the canonical projection, r = rank(A) and A = U SV
be a nonsingular decomposition of A over R. Then also U V = U Ir V is a nonsingular
decomposition of U V over R and φ(U V ) = φ(U)Irφ(V ) is a nonsingular decomposition
of φ(U V ) over F . We have q det(V PU) ⇔ φ(V PU)is nonsingular, and by Lemma 5.3
this is equivalent to φ(P) being a good preconditioner for φ(U V ). Let P = QQˆ, where
Q ∈ Um×k is a random λ-sparse column matrix and Qˆ ∈ Uk×n is a random λ-sparse row
matrix. From Lemma 3.11 we see now that in order to have that q det(V PU) it suffices
that φ(Q) is a good right rank conditioner for φ(U V ) and Qˆ is a good preconditioner for
φ(U V Q).
We can perform an analysis similar to that in Section 3, now using Lemma 6.3. Similar
to Lemma 3.8, we see that for some s the probability that φ(Q) is a good right rank
conditioner for φ(U V ) is at least
s∏
l=1
(1 − exp(1)(1 − λ log(k)/(3(r − l + 1)))r−l+1)
×
r∏
l=s+1
(1 − (1/#U + 1/#F)r−l+1) ≥ p(r exp(1), k, λ/3, 1/#U + 1/#F).
Similar to Lemma 3.5, we see that if φ(Q) is a good right rank conditioner for
φ(U V ), then the probability that Qˆ is a good preconditioner for φ(U V Q) is at least
p(r exp(1), k, λ/3, 1/#U + 1/#F).
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If φ(Q) is a good right rank conditioner for φ(U V ) and Qˆ is a good preconditioner
for φ(U V Q), then q det(V PU). If now q | d(A, b) it follows by Lemma 5.8
that ordq (PU(V PU)−1V y(A, b)) = 0. In that case, apply Lemma 6.3 with B =
NL (φ(PU)φ(V PU)−1φ(V y(A, b))), m1 = 0, n2 = 1 and w1 = 1 − 1/#U . It follows
that the probability that φ(t) /∈ R(B), i.e. ordq(t PU(V PU)−1V y(A, b)) ≤ 0, is at least
1 − (1/#U + 1/#F). The lemma follows. 
Since Lemma 6.4 contains the condition (#F + 1)/#U ≤ 1/n we can use this lemma only
to handle small primes, that is, primes for which #F is small. For big primes we can use
the following lemma.
Lemma 6.5. Let A ∈ Rn×m , b ∈ Rn ∩ C(A), q ∈ R prime and F = R/q R. Let
k ≥ min(n, m) and U ⊆ R such that 0 ∈ U and φ : U → F is injective. Let P ∈ Fm×n be
a random (U, k, λ)-sparse matrix and t ∈ U1×n, random. Then the probability that (P, t)
is a good pair with respect to q is at least
(1 − 1/#U)p(r, k, λ, 1/#U)2.
Proof. The proof is the same as for Lemma 6.4 except that we can now use the results of
Section 3 since we can consider U to be a subset of F . 
7. The algorithm
Now we have all the ingredients for stating and analysing the algorithm for certified
solving of Diophantine linear systems. Fig. 1 gives a detailed description of the algorithm.
In the first loop we try to compute either a first solution of the system or compute a
certificate for its inconsistency. In the case where the algorithm has found a solution, we
try to find in the second loop a solution with minimal denominator and a certificate for the
minimality of the denominator of that solution. In the second loop we use two sets U1 and
U2. The smaller set U1 is used to handle big primes; the bigger set U2 is used to handle the
small primes. The use of the set U2 is optional. If we do not use U2, the algorithm is still
correct but needs more iterations.
Lemma 7.1. When the system Ax = b is inconsistent, Algorithm MinimalSolution will
compute a certificate for this after an expected constant number of iterations of the first
loop.
Proof. By Corollary 4.2 the probability that a certificate is computed after one iteration
of the first loop is bounded away from zero, say at least c. Then the expected number of
iterations needed in order to compute a certificate is at most 1/c. 
Now we will study the expected number of iterations of the second loop. The arguments
and results are similar to those in Mulders and Storjohann (2000). We will therefore only
give a short exposition.
We will first consider the case where we only use the set U1 = {0, 1}. In that case we
omit the lines marked with an (∗) from the algorithm.
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Fig. 1. Algorithm MinimalSolution.
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Lemma 7.2. Let A ∈ Zn×m of rank r and b ∈ Zn such that Ax = b is consistent. Assume
‖A‖, ‖b‖ ≤ d and let U1 = {0, 1}. Then Algorithm MinimalSolution will compute a
rational solution with minimal denominator and a certificate for the minimality of the
denominator of that solution, after an expected number O(log(r) + log log(nmd)) of
iterations of both loops of the algorithm.
Proof. The probability that a chosen P is a good preconditioner for A is by Corollary 3.1
at least 1/32. So after an expected number of at most 32 iterations of the first loop of the
algorithm a solution yˆ will be found.
Let S be the set of primes dividing the denominator of yˆ. Since 1 − r/kλ ≥ 3/4 it
follows by Lemma 6.5 that there exists c < 1 such that the probability that a chosen pair
(P1, t) is not a good pair with respect to any particular prime q ∈ R is at most c. Then
the probability that after N iterations of the second loop there is still a prime q ∈ S such
that no good pair with respect to q was chosen is at most #ScN . From this it follows that
the expected number of iterations that have to be executed in order to ensure that for every
q ∈ S a good pair has been chosen is at most
N/(1 − #ScN ). (5)
Taking N = logc(2#S) we see that (5) is at most 2N .
Suppose yˆ = x(P A, Pb) and f = f P A,Pb = Xs + fs−1 Xs−1+· · ·+ f1 X + f0. Then f
divides the characteristic polynomial cP A of P A and has thus, by Gauss’s lemma, integer
coefficients. Moreover, the denominator of yˆ divides f0. If cP A = Xm + cm−1 Xm−1 +
· · ·+ cl Xl , with cl = 0, then f0 | cl . Note that the coefficients of P A are bounded by nmd .
From the definition of cP A it follows that l ≥ m − rank(P A) ≥ m − r and by Cramer’s
rule (Horn and Johnson, 1985) it follows that
| f0| ≤ |cl | ≤
(
m
l
)
(m − l)(m−l)/2(nmd)m−l ≤ m3(m−l)(nd)m−l ≤ (m3nd)r
and so #S = O(r log(nmd)) and thus N = O(log(r) + log log(nmd)). 
For the polynomial case we get a similar result.
Lemma 7.3. Using the same definitions as in Lemma 7.2, but now with A and b over F[x]
(F a field), the expected number of iterations is O(log(r) + log(d)).
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 7.2. Now the degree of the coefficients
of P A is at most d and the degree of cl is at most rd . This implies that #S = O(rd) and
thus N = O(log(r) + log(d)). 
Now we will consider the case where U1 is a bigger set and U2 is also used.
Lemma 7.4. Let A ∈ Zn×m, b ∈ Zn such that Ax = b is consistent and assume
that ‖A‖, ‖b‖ ≤ d. Let C = nm log(d), λ = max(30, 12 + 3 log(C)/ log(k)),
U1 = {0, 1, . . . , C} and U2 = {0, 1, . . . , max(100, max(n, m)C)}. Then Algorithm
MinimalSolution will compute a rational solution with minimal denominator and a
certificate for the minimality of the denominator of that solution, after an expected number
O(1) of iterations of both loops of the algorithm.
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Proof. That the expected number of iterations of the first loop is O(1) can be seen as in
the proof of Lemma 7.2.
Let S1 be the set of primes q dividing the denominator of yˆ such that q ≥ #U1, S2 those
such that 17 <= q < #U1, S3 those such that q < 17 and S = S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3.
For q ∈ S1 Lemma 6.5 applies and so the probability ρq that the pair (P1, t) is not good
with respect to q is at most
1
#U1 + 2
(
r
kλ
+ 1
#U1 +
1
#U21
)
≤ 5
#U1 +
2r
kλ
≤ 7
nm log(d)
.
For q ∈ S2 we have (q + 1)/#U2 ≤ #U1/#U2 ≤ 1/ max(n, m) and so Lemma 6.4
applies. In that case the probability τq that the pair (P2, t) is not good with respect to q is
at most
1
#U2 +
1
q
+ 2
(
r exp(1)
kλ/3
+ 1
#U2 +
1
q
+
(
1
#U2 +
1
q
)2)
≤ 5
#U2 +
5
q
+ 6r
kλ/3
≤ 11
q
.
For q ∈ S3 we have by Lemma 6.4 that τq ≤ τ2 ≤ 39/40.
The probability that after N iterations of the second loop there is still a prime in
S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3 for which no good pair was chosen is at most
µ ≤
∑
q∈S1
ρNq +
∑
q∈S2
τ Nq +
∑
q∈S3
(39/40)N
≤
∑
q∈S1
(
7
nm log(d)
)N
+
∑
q∈S2
(
11
q
)N
+
∑
q∈S3
(
39
40
)N
.
(6)
From the bound of the denominator of yˆ in the proof of Lemma 7.2 it follows that
#S1 = O(nm log(d)) and so the first term of (6) is at most 1/4 for some constant N .
For the second term of (6) we have
∑
q∈S2
(
11
q
)N
≤
∑
k≥17
(
11
k
)N
and this is less than 1/4 for N = 7. The third term of (6) is less than 1/4 for N = 130. We
see that µ ≤ 3/4 for some constant N , and then the expected number of iterations is less
than N/(1 − µ) ≤ 4N for that N . 
In order to get the constant number of expected iterations in Lemma 7.4 we have to increase
the density of the conditioning matrices a little by a factor O(log(nm log(d))/ log(k)).
Thus the density may increase for increasing d . We do not know how to eliminate this
dependence of the density on d .
If max(n, m) is much bigger than min(n, m) the term log(nm)/ log(k) in λ may become
dominating and give an extra density factor of up to log(max(n, m)). We also do not know
how to eliminate this factor.
A similar result as Lemma 7.4 can be obtained for the polynomial case, choosing U1
and U2 similarly to Mulders and Storjohann (2000). We will not give any details.
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As in Mulders and Storjohann (2000) one can adjust the combining of solutions and
certificates in Algorithm MinimalSolution in order to avoid expression swell. We will not
go into further detail and will also not carry out a rigorous complexity analysis of the
algorithm. This can be done using the techniques from Mulders and Storjohann (2000) and
Giesbrecht et al. (1998).
8. Conclusions
In this paper we have shown how to relax, for a matrix A of rank r , the condition that
a preconditioned system must have a nonsingular r × r principal submatrix, in order for
Wiedemann’s method for solving linear systems of equations to work. This eliminates the
need to know the rank of the system and improves the probability that the preconditioning
will be successful. As a consequence the preconditioning works for any field, no matter
what its size is. In this way we eliminate the need for algebraic extensions, needed in all
previous algorithms based on preconditioning, when the field is small.
In order to solve the linear system Ax = b, we choose sparse matrices P and Q with
entries in a subset of the coefficient field F in different ways and solve one of the linear
systems Q P Ax = Q Pb, P AQx = Pb or AQ Px = b. From its solution we then
reconstruct a solution of the original system. The probability that this method works is
bounded away from zero for any field F , no matter how small.
We show how this preconditioning can be used to make a particularly constructed
vector sample in some sense the kernel of A. Adding such a ‘random’ kernel element
to a particular solution of Ax = b we sample the solution space of the system. Random
kernel elements from At can be used to certify the inconsistency of a system.
Applying the foregoing to systems with coefficients in a principal ideal domain, we
transform the algorithm of Mulders and Storjohann (2000) for certified solving of dense
linear systems to the sparse case. This extends the algorithm of Giesbrecht et al. (1998)
and makes field and/or ring extensions unnecessary. We show that a sparse Diophantine
system can be solved by solving O(1) sparse systems over the quotient field. A rigorous
complexity analysis like that in Giesbrecht et al. (1998) can be done but is not carried out
in this paper.
The algorithm described in this paper needs, besides performance of matrix–vector
products, also performance of vector–matrix products. In the black box model
(Kaltofen and Saunders, 1991) this means that there should not only be a black box for
A but also one for At.
Appendix. List of definitions and notation
Definition Notation
Weight of a vector w(u)
p-th order of a ordp(a)
Good matrix
Good preconditioner
Right kernel of M NR (M)
Left kernel of M NL (M)
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Definition Notation
Random λ-sparse row matrix
Random λ-sparse column matrix
Good right rank conditioner
Good left rank conditioner
Random (U , k, λ)-sparse matrix
q(t, P, A)
Nonsingular decomposition of A
u(t, P, A)
w(t, P, A)
Good pair
Even distribution with respect to q
p(a, b, c, d)
d(A, b)
y(A, b)
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